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GATHER ROUND
WARM FIRES DRAW US CLOSE... Tables heavy with roast game 

and the fruits of late-season harvests form the centerpiece of our 

reunions. We pack the bags and take to the road, the air, and the 

water in search of family or winter fishing grounds where solitude 

is our friend. It’s a time of darkness that glows with firelight, a time 

of bounty & giving thanks. And right now it’s time to prepare our 

homes and ourselves for the good times to come.







RIVER ROAD WAXED COTTON JACKET
Our wind-resistant and water-repellent waxed cotton jacket has a stormproof zip front and pockets. 

Double-needle construction and stain resistance promise seasons of service. Interior pockets for valuables. 
In night sky, olive drab. Sizes XS-XL; about 29" long. Polyester/cotton lining. Spot clean. Imported.    

2HSS  $198

MORE THAN  
A STYLE STATEMENT 

waxed shell is water 
repellent, wind resistant 

& stain resistant

INNER BEAUTY 
signature plaid lining   
for a touch of warmth

OUTSIDE THE BOX 
internal drawstring 
waist lets you 
personalize the fit

CELL-PHONE 
SAFE 

stormproof 
pockets keep 

electronics, car 
keys & wallet dry 

TURN INTO THE WIND 
storm flap seals  
out gusts & rain



SUNDERLAND WOOL-BLEND QUILTED JACKET
A sporty plaid wool-blend body perfectly pairs with a stain- and rain-resistant quilted polyester yoke and sleeves 
insulated with Thinsulate®. Other details include a zip front with snap-shut storm flap, snap chest pockets, snap-

shut patch pockets with side-entry handwarmer pockets, and one interior pocket. Corduroy trim. In red plaid. Sizes 
XS-XL; about 25" long. Wool/nylon/rayon plaid. Dry clean. Imported.

2MX4  $179





CLASSIC CASHMERE TURTLENECK
Our luxurious pure cashmere turtleneck is fully fashioned to ensure you’ll enjoy it season after season. 

Finished with ribbed T-neck, cuffs, and hem. In pheasant, cardinal, raspberry, big sky, camel, rose, snow, 
heather charcoal, light heather gray. Sizes XS-XL; about 24" long. Hand wash. Imported.

2FXN  $149





RIB DETAIL COUNTRYSIDE CASHMERE CARDIGAN
Our warm, soft, and pure cashmere cardigan is a contemporary button-front V-neck style detailed with welt 

pockets and ribbing on the cuffs and hi-low straight hem with side slits. In pheasant, light heather gray, 
camel. Sizes XS-XL; about 26" long. Dry clean or hand wash. Imported.

2MNS  $250







EASY VELVET SHIRT
Wear this sumptuous rayon/silk velvet shirt with jeans for girls’ night or with a pretty skirt for holiday parties. 

Hi-low shirttail hem. Easy Fit. In Pacific blue, black, ruby, huckleberry. Sizes XS-XL; about 28" long. Dry 
clean. Imported.

2ETX  $139



INNOVATIVE,  
SUSTAINABLE  
fabric is cotton and 
recycled polyester (a 
blend of oyster shells 
and plastic bottles)

ANTISTATIC
fabric takes the 
shock out of chilly 
mornings

QUICK-DRYING, 
WICKING FABRIC 

draws perspiration away 
from your skin to keep you 

dry and warm

BRUSHED
for uncommon soft-

ness you’ll reach for 
on brisk days

MISTY MORNING FLANNEL SHIRT
Western-inspired styling sports bias plaid on the shoulder yoke and flap-top pockets. Detailed with figure-
defining princess seams and wooden buttons. Modern Fit. In cardinal, forest. Sizes XS-XL; about 26" long.  

Washable. Imported.
2BTR  $89



Orvis Ambassador Jillian Lukiwski makes 
jewelry in her workshop in Idaho.





LET WINTER  
WINDS HOWL
windproof fleece 
tames stormy gusts 

STAND STRONG  
super-plush high-loft fleece 
is extra-warm for protection 
against the cold  

DON’T FORGET 
THE TRIMMINGS 
Western-inspired 
fabric wraps up this 
pretty package 
 

CURVES AT WORK 
princess seams 
define your figure

BIG SKY FLEECE JACKET & VEST
Super plush, cozy, and windproof high-loft fleece will be your new favorite for cold weather adventures. 

Zip front. Vest in navy, steel, oatmeal. Jacket in navy, oatmeal. Sizes XS-XL; about 26" long. Polyester with 
nylon trim. Washable. Imported.

2MX6  vest  $79  |  2MX5  jacket  $98



GREEN MOUNTAIN PARKA
Built to take on bone-chilling mountain cold, our water-resistant parka is insulated with lofty 700-power 
down/feather fill, has a warm hood with removable faux-fur trim, and sports a two-way zipper with faux-

horn toggle storm flap. Flap-top pockets with handwarmer side entry. Internal drawcord defines your waist. 
In kalmata. Sizes XS-XL; about 321/2" long. Shell: cotton/nylon. Body lining: cotton. Sleeve lining: polyester. 

Washable. Imported.   
2HSX  $298





FIELD FRESH WOOL VEST
Zip-front vest keeps you warm without adding extra bulk thanks to a combination of wool and PrimaLoft®. 

Sports wind- and rain-resistant, briar-proof waxed cotton canvas on all critical seams, hood, shoulders, 
back yoke, snap-shut storm flap, and snap pockets with side handwarmer entry. In red plaid. Sizes XS-XL; 

about 25" long. Polyester/wool/rayon/nylon/acrylic plaid. Polyester lining and fill. Dry clean. Imported.
2MZA  $159





WOOL/CASHMERE DONEGAL T-NECK
Our signature wool/cashmere Donegal yarn in a cabled design that’s flecked with subtle hints of color. 
Ribbed cuffs and hem. In port, light heather gray. Sizes XS-XL; about 241/2" long. Dry clean. Imported.   

2CHE  $189





MERINO TRACK PANTS
Sweater-knit merino with just the right amount of stretch for resiliency and shape. Elastic waist with draw-
cord. Front patch pockets. In black. Sizes XS-XL; 30" inseam. For a more tailored fit, please order down a 

size. Wool/nylon/spandex. Washable. Imported.
2CH1  $119



Ponté Slim-legged moto PantS
Wear these resilient ponté knit pants with casual sneakers or tucked into your coolest boots. Defined by 

seaming details and chic zip pockets. Smooth elastic waist for a sleek look. Modern Fit with a mid rise to sit 
just below the natural waist. In black. Sizes XS-XL; 28" inseam. Rayon/nylon/spandex. Washable. Imported.

2BXP  $98



TETONS FLANNEL-AND-FLEECE JACKET
Water-repellent, moisture-wicking, and quick-drying flannel with a cozy fleece backing is an eco-friendly 

cotton and recycled polyester blend. Handwarmer pockets. In black. Sizes XS-XL; about 281⁄2" long. Nylon 
trim. Washable. Imported.     

2JAY  $109



NIMBUS HALF-SNAP POPOVER
Our water-resistant pullover is insulated with breathable PrimaLoft® Gold, the best down alternative there 
is, to keep you warm without bulk. Wear as an outer layer in the fall, a mid-layer when temps drop. Highly 
compressible, it packs into its own stuff sack. Snap up for extra warmth. In forest green, dusk. Sizes XS-XL; 

about 251⁄2" long. Nylon/polyester. Washable. Imported.
2MZB  $139



COZY CABLE TURTLENECK SWEATER
Our turtleneck showcases a mix of stitches–cable, seed, basket, and reverse jersey–creating both textural 

and visual interest. A moderate bell sleeve creates a boho-chic vibe. In natural. Sizes XS-XL; about 26" 
long. Cotton/acrylic. Hand wash or dry clean. Imported.

2NTA  $198





ABOUT ORVIS

Founded in 1856, Orvis believes the most meaningful experiences are created

by sharing the love of nature and being inspired by its endless possibilities.

Orvis pioneered the mail order business in the United States, operates more than

80 retail stores in the U.S. and U.K., and maintains a network of more than 400 dealers

worldwide as a trusted source of discovery and adventure in the natural world.

Orvis promises to open the door to extraordinary outdoor experiences, and to protect

nature by committing 5% of pre-tax profits each year to conservation projects worldwide.

Learn more at orvis.com.

CONTACT:

Jessica Donahue, Nancy Marshall Communications on behalf of The Orvis Company, Inc.

207.620.9075 | jdonahue@marshallpr.com
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